THE DIRECT METlfOD	&7
Importantj however, for the teacher not to mistake these
times. In order to furnish him a principle to go on I
shall begin by discussing a so-called * DireB Method'-.
/ The term direct method in teaching a modern foreign
language is, by the ordinary teacher, taken to apply to
the practice of connecting—or attempting to connect—
the new word or expression with its meaning, not
through the medium of the mother tongue, but, as the
advocate of the method would put it, directly without that
mediation. His argument is that in interposing the
vernacular between the foreign word and its meaning,
all you are doing is to substitute in the pupil's mind a
foreign for a vernacular word. You are taking the
familiar meaning of a word in the mother tongue, and
giving it a new label. But to make a custom of this
substitution is not, he will argue, to teach the foreign
language, it is merely teaching the mother language over
again with new designations for the same ideas. For to
teach a foreign language is to teach new meanings, a new
set rof thoughts representing a different life, and merely
to clothe old thoughts and old meanings in new coverings
is to present the husk without the kernel.
An illustration will make the argument clear. Take
the common English word c well' and explain Its meaning
to a pupil by giving him the vernacular £ koeh '„ The
direct methodist will tell us that we shall notjbe teaching
the foreign language, because the word/*-well''-'in the
usage of people talking English in England stands for a
rather different object, and calls up a different image
from that which is signified by * keen * to an Indiani'say;,
in the Punjab. The Northern Indian mayr picttire' to
himself the Persian wheel or the l dingli V theJ Southern
Indian may liave a different picture ; the EflglisHman
one different from any of th6se. And it is the1 differences
in that significance, he will add, not the'similarities
that make the essential difference between the1 one
language and the other. Therefore, in tea'ctiihg;:the
word ' well' we shall only be misleading the. pufril by
introducinjg a vernacular synonym. " We must4e^h,is
inincUoff that^ synonym aS' carefully as possible?;1! and
instead we must associate^ the new word'rdire<itly'Vith
what it represents-.

